
Hyperfine Structure







Hyperfine structure (hfs) 
(1) Due to different isotopes (Isotope effect)

atoms of a chemical element with the same atomic number and nearly identical chemical behaviour 
but with different atomic masses and physical properties.
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different isotopes of same element have slightly different spectral lines

(2) Due to interaction of nuclear magnetic moment  with total angular momentum

Hfs => discovered for atoms with only one isotope 

=> hypothesis abandoned 

Later => Pauli and Russell => hfs due to interaction between I and J

Finally => hfs due to both (1) and (2)



Nucleus has magnetic moment μI  

 The interaction between μI  and the magnetic field BJ generated by the electrons at 

the site of the nucleus. 

 Uhfs =  - μI  . BJ

=> Atoms with one isotope can produce hfs.



Spin –orbit interaction Hf interaction 



Nucleus has intrinsic spin I     

| I | = 𝐼 𝐼 + 1 ħ

Iz = mI ħ;         mI = -I ------- + I

Nuclear magnetic moment μI = gI
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=> Uhfs <<< Uls => There is small effect on energy levels because of hyperfine splitting

μN =5.050783699(31)×10−27 J/T

μB  = 9.274009994(57)×10−24 J/T



Isotope structure => hfs due to different isotopes of the same element.

Eg. Tungsten (3 isotopes)

Explanation

Transition n=4 -> n=2
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λ = 4861.33 Å
If it is seen through h.r.p. instrument it shows hfs.

Why????
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=> Different isotopes have different values of R.

In the case of hydrogen
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Hyperfine structure due to a nuclear magnetic and mechanical moment

Example – Tantalum (eight components)

The total mechanical moment of all extranuclear electrons J* (j* for one electron) is coupled with the

quantum vector I* representing the total mechanical moment of the nucleus (I* ħ) to form a resultant F*



=> Total mechanical momentum of the atom is F* ħ.

Goudsmit and Back has shown that just as the interaction energy between L* and S*
Is proportional to the cosine of the angle between them, so the interaction energy  between
the nuclear moment I* and the electron moment J* is given by

Γ𝐹= 𝐴′𝐼∗𝐽∗cos (𝐼∗𝐽∗) 
Where 𝐴′𝐼∗𝐽∗ is constant for each given fine structure level J, and 𝐴′ is a measure of the 
strength of coupling between I* and J*.

I takes 0 (even N even Z) half (even Z odd N or odd  Z even N) or whole integral values (odd Z  odd N) 

F=> I - J to I +J when I ≥ 𝐽 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐽 − 𝐼 𝑡𝑜 𝐽 + 𝐼 𝑖𝑓 J ≥ 𝐼



Γ𝐹= 𝐴′𝐼∗𝐽∗cos (𝐼∗𝐽∗) 



Spacing – Lande Interval rule

The spacing between consecutive levels of a hfs multiplet is proportional to (F+1) 
ie. Larger F value involved.

Γ𝐹+1 - Γ𝐹 = A’ (F+1)

Δ Γ =A’ (F+1)



Hyperfine Structure of 3 2P3/2

First calculate value of F

Observed value of I =3/2

Value of Γ𝐹











IJ cos (IJ)



Normal and Inverted terms

A normal term is defined as one in which hfs level with the smallest F(J) lies deepest on the energy level diagram
And an inverted term is one in which the largest F(J) lies deepest on the energy level diagram

For normal terms A’  = +ve

For inverted terms A’  = - ve

The selection rule for F in hfs are just the same as those for J in the fine structure

Δ F = 0, ± 1

If I ≤ J; the level will split into 2I + 1 hfs levels

If J ≤ I ; the level will split into 2J + 1 hfs levels















The hydrogen in our galaxy has been mapped by the observation of the 21-cm wavelength line of hydrogen gas. 
At 1420 MHz, this radiation from hydrogen penetrates the dust clouds and gives us a more complete 
map of the hydrogen than that of the stars themselves since their visible light won't penetrate the dust clouds.

For atomic hydrogen in the ground state I = ½;  j= ½ =» F= 0,1

The intensity of the 21-cm emission line depends on the density of the neutral atomic hydrogen along your line of sight. 



1.Consider an atom whose nuclear spin is I= 2. Draw an energy level diagram and 

the involved hyperfine components of the transition 2𝐷3/2 −>
2𝑃1/2

2. Nuclear spin of bismuth atom is 9/2. Find the number of levels into which a 2𝐷5/2 term of bismuth splits

due to I-J interaction. If the separation of 2
7𝐷5/2 term from 2

6𝐷5/2 is 70 cm-1 , calculate the separation between

Other adjacent levels.

Problems


